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INTRODUCTION 

In the sphere of this series of let tures about woodworking machine 

tools,  it has been deemed as useful also to discuss about a rational 

introduction of Mie machinery in a firm. 

This subject is obviously very wide,   as the firm departments 

involved are many and therefore it is hard to hope to exhaust it 

adeguately in such a few time. 

For this reason I have tried to locate all more significant elements 

and to stress their importance in the context of this problem.  This 

is a rapid train of notej and hints which should stress different 

subjects to be deepened by personal reflections according to the 

importance given,   and taking into consideration the working program 

sphere t reated. 

In the discussion following to this  report,   it is possible to deepen 

more carefully some aspects.  I must specify that this report does 

not follow always classic schemes,   to which the contents may be 

connected,   but - on the contrary - it follows a succession and an 

illustration,   suggested by the experience and by reality,   exposed 

in a way which I deem practical and clear. 

The succession of this report is shown in the enclosure \. 1,  whereas 

in the chart (enclosure 2) I would represent a scheme of the Firm 

System with its relevant interconnections, having internal and 

external subsystems, in order to offer an aid for the definition 

of our subject. 
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By the word 'machinery' I mean also equipment for varnishing, 

drying and similar.  Besides,  please note that the most of the 

exposed considerations    concern also plants.   The importance of 

a rational introduction of machinery clearly appears through 

the following argumentations,   but it is characterized by the high 

value incidence of machine investments in comparison with the 

total investment.  This value is more and more important because 

of the technological progress , 

A rational introduction does not mean to purchase a machine, 

even if it has brilliant performances and to place it,  in any case, 

in a workshop,   but on the contrary to evaluate,   to choose to buy, 

to set and to exploit it according to realistic requirements for 

an actual development of productivity and profit. 

This increase does not depend only on intrinsic characteristics 

of the machine,  but on the contrary on the firm context, which 

gravitates round the machine itself and which,  if well organized, 

generates a synergy,  exalting the efficiency of each single 

member of the productive system. Otherwise,  also a new 

machine could change into a source of loss. 

Therefore,  as we shall notice,  the speech widens and  dilates 

from the machines towards other  firm aspects,  involving them 

in an interdisciplinary system,  mentioned in our report. 

Hence,  it is very important to choose,  after careful analyses, 

this represents the fruits of advanced managing techniques, 

connected with planning and short, normal and long control 

systems in accordance with the different reasons which started 

to entreprise initiative. 
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Owing to the wide range of cases which may occur    out  report 

will try to take into consideration a wide field of application 

without distinguishing between mini and macro firms. 

1. REASONS »KTKRM1WNG THK l>\ H( HAS! 

The reasons determing a purchase may be of different nature. 

We shall mention them,   considering to give afterwards valid 

complements for a wider answer. 

1. 1 Replacement of a physically deteriorated machine 

In this case the machine is out of use or the quality of the   product 

is shoddy.  The economic criterium for this choice is not deter- 

minant. 

1.2       Replacement of an obsolete machine 

The economic analysis must give as a result the determination 

of a profit,  given by the difference between production costs of 

the new machine in comparison with the old one : better quality 

of the work,  less discards,  less consumption etc.  (see charts 

of enclosures 3, 4, 5 and 6). 

*•'      Addtttonal machine lor the production development 

The economic rnalysts mutt ascertain the priority of the purcha- 

se in comparison with the possibility of facing the situation 

with additional working turns or  with the aid of esternai firms. 

1.4 ÜS0P4HS for the firm reorsmniistion and wcrhtn. method imrovtmont 

As tor point 1. t the economic analysis must identify s profit in 

comparison with previous working methods. 
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1. 5   Machinery stock for the execution of a new Industrial initiative 

The economic analysis is part of general financial • plans of 

investments. 

2.      FIRM AIMS AFFECTING THE CHOICE 

In the previous section we have listed the main reasons determ- 

ining the need of machinery, but it is necessary to check which 

actual productive requirements correspond to these reasons. 

Bearing in mind that the purpose of a firm is the profitable 

production, we deem indispensable to treat briefly the    factor 

'product', taking into consideration the aims that the produc- 

er must know concretely and exploit. Thus he will have the 

key elements allowing him to give his initiative an actual financial, 

physical, technical and operative sizes, suitable to the present 

and future situation.  The undermentioned proposals mainly concern 

the "marketing",  since the firm must grow according to its policy. 

2.1     What we want to produce 

The range of products of the woodworking industry is very wide 

and #ach of these presents its own problematic character. Exam- 

ining the most elaborate ones of the third working cycle, we can 

state in advance that the functional conception and the assthetleal 

presentation of the product art extretmely important. 

It is important that the marketing shows the market dynamism. 

the life of product«, and the sale swings following promotional 
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activities in order to enable the firm to formulate a leveled 

and time integrated planning among several product ion pos- 

sibilities. 

As well as,   it is important to know,   suitably in advance, 

forecasts for the future development of the product,   possibilities 

of diversified productions,   possible developments <>r dangers 

inborn in the subsequent products (plasties,   metals etc. ) 

2. 2     At which price we want to sell 

According to the fact that the price may be related soleiy tu 

the cost,  or to the market or to a monopoly position,   production 

means could be proportionated according to the profit wanted; 

I should like to stress that this profit is not expressed solely 

in monetary terms.   According to the purpose of our^subjec. ui 

discussion,  we must consider the minimization of working 

is a primary aim. On this purpose it is necessary to pay attention 

firstly to the industrial Designer's creativity in 'he development 

of the constructive design,   and in the contribution of the workshop 

technical department. 

By a careful team-work,  they have the duty,  splitting up the 

product in groups,  sub-groups and elementary pieces,  to re- 

organize it,  how much is possible,   in components,  which have 

been standardized in the firm environment or in any case which 

are such to be carried out by existing or foreseen means and 

mtthodology (see enclosure 7). 

It should be also defined the quality standard,  which is essentiai 

to the production philosophy and to the sale price. 

It would be useful to submit the product,  in full and in details, 



to ft constant 'analysis of value',   rielaborating in relation 

to the function of the product itself its technology,   in agreem- 

ent with other firm interested bodies,  in order to stress the 

reduction of costB,   under the same function and quality. 

The importance ascribed to the conception that the industrial 

Designer considers in its study of productive means of a 

firm,  even if economically very effective,   must not be assumed 

exclusively since the Designer's creativity must follow, on 

the contrary precede, pubblic requirements and his up-to-dating 

action myst be implicity as a stimulus for the firm renovation. 

This renovation is not limited to the choice of new machines, 

but must affect,  as a methodology,  all svstems constituting 

firm compages.  Each of these acting upon its fancy, joining 

its experiences to the modernization perceptible through spe- 

cialized magazines, must give a feasible contribution in order 

to activate and to enliven the innovating action for a progress, 

which - leaving the firm micro-environment - will have reper- 

cussions on the social macro-environment. 

2. 3     How much we want to product 

The production quality is an important factor in order to deter- 

minate the necessary equipment. Therefor« it is necessary to 

know what follows : 

2. 3.1   If we want to manufacture only one predict 

2.3.2    If we want to manufacture different products and in case 

if simultaneously or successively 



2. 3. '.i    If we want to manufacture against orders or for stock 

2.3.4   If we want  to manufacture small,   normal or large 

mass-produced items (repeating production) 

According   to the choice among the above mentioned solutions 

and then to the firm sizes,   the workshop planning and sched- 

uling shall he very careful and,   according to the involved 

values,  shall he formulated by modern techniques of Operative 

Research (Linear Programming,   t^ueue Theory,   Graphs etc.) 

and backed up by a Data Elaborating Centre. 

It is understood that in the proposal 'how much wc- wan' to 

produce' must be considered as the temporal reference of tin 

quantity,   i. e.  the day,  the month or the year; fron; this the 

opportune deliveries are argued; this is one of the determining 

factors when evaluating the Reliability of a firm. 

The previously examined aims define the firm sizes,   according 

to which are proportionated all different financial,   physical, 

structural and human parameters,  that we shall examine later 

on. 

It is important that the resulting sizes are the best ones,  for 

the volume of foreseen work,  i.e. that the profit results the 

maximum or»e (see enclosures 8 and 9). 

3.        FACTORS OF THE PRODUCTION 

As ! have previously mentioned this subject involves directly 

or indirectly all firm departments and is,  in its turn,  condit- 

ioned by productive factors contained not only in the firm en- 
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virón ment, but also in the social environment. 

Therefore, whether it is question of a new entreprise initiat- 

ive or of an up-to-dating, it is not possible to disregard, at 

least as an approach to the problem, the most significant 

factors, which 1 have conventionally grouped under the follow- 

ing items : 

3. 1 - The financial factor (enclosure 10) 

3.2 - Microenvironment factors (Firm) (Enclosure 11) 

3. 3 - Macroenvironment factors (Enclosure 12) 

At present, it is not possible to deppen the problem of financial 

needs and their management, assuming obviously different 

aspects according to the firm sizes and to the specific aims, 

which characterize the initiative. 

However, we may stress that, generally speaking, the evaluation 

of necessary funds for the promotion of a firm must take into 

consideration the following factors : 

a) Project and installation expenses 

b) Purchase cost of immovable estate 

b. 1) Lands 

b. 2) Infrastructures 

b. S) Buildings 

b. 4) Machines 

b. 5) Plants 

b. 6) Equipment 

% 7) Furniture 
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c) Initial circulating capital 

d) Financial losses for the starting period 

If it is question of a replacement or of a reorganization of 

an already existing firm (instead of a new initiative) the 

above mentioned elements could change ; above all,  as far 

as machinery is concerned,   it is necessary to take into con- 

sideration the recovery value (enclosure 6). 

In order to attain the prefixed aims,  a good management will 

work out the appropriate programs,   constantly controlled by 

budgets of single firm systems and of the whole firm system. 

4.        CRITERIA FOR THE MACHINERY EVALUATION 

As already mentioned, the machinery is a primary element ',-ond- 

itioning the firm productive systems  which may be considered 

as the counterpart of the machinery affecting, by its requir- 

ements, the choice of the same. 

We have tried to focalize some criteria for an actual evaluat- 

ion from an economical, productive,  ergonometrical and techn- 

ical point of view. 

4.1     The Added Value 

It is useful to take into consideration this conception which, 

related to the machinery, stresses its meaning.  In the enclos- 

ure 13 has been materialised the conception of the Added Value, 
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as a difference between the valye of the piece,  before the 

machining and the value of the same at the end of this process, 

owing to the changes undergone. 

From where (ame this value contributions'' 

In the enclosure 14 has been schematized as 'input' the value 

contribution and as 'output' the product given by the machine. 

This scheme appears enough indicative,   even if quite elementary 

and not perfect,  as well as schemes of enclosure 1 5 ' 1 fi,   concern- 

ing respectively the use of two working mass-produced items 

machines and a compound machine (transfer) carrying out two 

operations. 

The diagram of enclosure 1 7 is the elementary gra, hie express- 

ion of the simple conception concerning the comparison between 

disparities,  in order to stress the fact that attaining the same 

final commercial value,   it is possible to employ less energies, 

i. e. to add less value (See at item 4. 2 the conception of Pro- 

ductivity). 

The aim of this simple demonstration,  completed by the schemes 

of enclosures 10,  11 and 12,  is to stress,  under groups,  all 

elements contributing to form the cost of the productive process 

and to notice that their incidence may change,  if machine 

global characteristics change in their turn. 

Obviously,  each parameter,  devided from its elements,   will be 

the subject of a careful microevaluation in order to ascribe to 

the taken into consideration 'working phase' its right importance 
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in the firm environment. 

It will be up to the Industrial A«-muntane y to < reati- appropriate 

Cost Control Centres,   in order to survey constantly the different 

incidences,   to make the necessary imputations and to toilet; 

the relevant data,   to be examined aiso in ot rasión oí new 

purchases of machinery. 

Who decides the new purchase,  shall consider,   ( omparing the 

different solutions,  up to which extent the above mentioned 

factors contribute to form the production cost,  in order to 

direct his choice obviously towards the giving an increased 

'productivity' solution. 

I have mentioned on purpose this algorhythm,  in order to ident- 

ify all input an output energies,   which must be yaken into con- 

sideration when globally evaluating. 

In concluding,  I would like to add a deduction, that is not 

meant to be rethoric,  but is based on true facts,  as shown at 

point U. I. 3; it is taken from "il Capitale Umano nell'Impresa 

(the Human capital in the entreprise)" by Giuseppe Scifo (ed. 

IS EDI) : "Fatally hardware wears and transfers its value on 

the product, whereas ieiow-how   in turn is strictly dependent 

on  the experience and increases the value of the product without 

diminishing its own". 

4.2     Conception of Productivity 

Sometimes the conception of Production is confused with the 

Productivity on«, therefore it is useful to remind it. owing to 

the importance it has in the choice of production means. 



hi fart,   as it appear» from the previous point,  if two nystems 

give between input and output a different increate in the act- 

ual (commercial)   value,   the added value (energies employed) 

being equal,  the system giving a more elevated relation het- 
actual value 

will have a higher pnxiuttivity. ween 
added value 

Therefore is evident the importance of this conception,   which 

is not possible to compare with the volume of the production. 

taken in an absolute sense 

There are several definitions of Productivity, but   I deem 

that for our 'escursus' the one stated by the Productivity Italian 

National Committee is sufficient : 

'The productivity index is the relation between a well defined 

production and one or more of its factors,  for instance : 

production production production production 
employed raw materials    employed ener-      labor hours 
capital gias 

The variation of the productivity indew gives the efficiency 

evaluation of the operation, that we want to ketpt under control 

4. 3      Er^onomy - New patterns of the production msthod 

in considering as a dotation of Ergonomy Prof. Cajo Plinio 

Odes calchi's one, présidant of the Italian Association of Er- 

gonomy : 

"The technique of procedura« which, using iaterdieciplinar 

contributions, studi«« the relation in the man.machine 
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environment system m er der to inter« orrelate them aciording 

tu human term»". 

we notice which effe< • the machinery characteristic* ha.c '.<>i 

it« introduction in the working environment,   nul only on 

productive aims,  hut also on worker's welfare. 

I'nder thin aspect,   it in not question of judging a machine 

taking into consideration utily its co-operation with man,   i. e. 

a right coupling of man with the machine (considering the 

former as an antropometrie and intellective dimension)    but 

on the contrary it is question of deepening the introduction 

of the latter if the firm cycle in such a way,   that  it h exploit- 

ation may be integral,   avoiding the operator's superfatiguing. 

Therefore,   it is necessary a careful study of the man-machine 

diagram,  in order to check,   up to which extent,   man's time 

can be glutted by the machine and or vice versa,   avoiding that 

the physic and mental effort may exceed the fatiguing of a 

normal operator.  In relation to the type of production,  it ia also 

important a machinery evaluation compared with the learning 

curve,  in such a way that the constant rhythms of production 

can attain th« minimum time with a lesa waste on energies 

for training. 

Presently whan choosing a machinery it is necessary to take 

into consideration also the emerging trend« toward«  new patt- 

ern« of the production method. Thee e patterns, which were born 

in order to avoid th« tedlouasness of the eplitted work,   have 

as « purpose to counterbalance the supposed major production 

eavt, with an Unproved satisfaction of the worker. 
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The worker should feel an increased incentive and interest in 

his activity,   a better capability of thinking and progressing, 

with beneficial effects on his physical and psychic health and 

on a steadier and more devoted presence in the firm, therefo- 

re this f;»ct acts as an antidote against absenteeism. 

I refer to: 

a)     Job rotation 

Rotation of different jobs 

b      Job enlargement 

The connection of only one duty to two or more jobs, pre- 

viously devided 

c) Job enrichment 

Enrichment of duties; i. e.   to build up a job having a com- 

plete meaning 

d) Work group 

It is like the 'job enrichment'but it is achieved in group 

owing the    job complexity and it has its specific autonomics: 

freedom or choice, of the producing method, participation to 

decisions, also at a high level. 

4. 4.Collision with layout 

From the above mentioned explanation of ergonomy rises the 

importance of the environment, which hai presently assumed 

in the firm system a stronger Importance than It had in the 

past, stressing in such a way considerably the human factor. 

Therefore it is extreemely important that the introduction 

of the machinery is made consistently botti with the productive 
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process effeciency   and with Un*   < on s id«* rat ion of the effe- t 

on tht' human fai tor. 

Therefore  it  is not question only oí  having at our disposal 

production means according tua logical  cy< le of ili«- process, 

but on tht* contrary it is question of exploiting tht*in in such 

a way that both operator and operation give their best,   from 

every material,   human and organizing point of view. 

Kor instance it lis not ra'ional to insert a high production ma- 

chine ,   if it has not been prepared the suitable organization, 

in order to avoid blocking of materials,   waste dispersion, 

harmful atmosphere, polluted exhausts,   emergency electri- 

cal connections etc. 

Therefore  it is necessary to foresee the placing    >f machine and 

of all plants and equipments, contributing to their running by 

a careful study of material and energy flow, canalizing it in 

two or three dimensional patterns. 

From this analysis,  improved by product ion plans,  will  rise 

the choke of the suitable machinery among different alterna- 

tives, existing both as regards firm structure and as regards 

contemporaneity factors for a possible partial use of plants. 

In this context,  production and ancillary buildings will comply 

with these requirements in order to create an healthy environm- 

ent, having confortable lighting,  temperature and humidity, low 

noise and vibration level and with a functional, clean and or- 

derly chromatism . 

Such an environment gives the staff a feeling of confidence and 
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protection against dangers and pollutum of whatsoever nawe, 

both outside and inside,   and carriett out in the right way all 

physical arrangements,   both in general and in detail,   thus 

creating a perfect co-operation between man and strut ture. In 

such a way it is posßible to carry out a fluent production, wit- 

hout any obstruction,  useless wait and compulsory feed-back. 

4. 5 Reliability 

The machinery is getting more and more complex, and iti 

purchase and management cost are constantly increasing. Da- 

mages due to machine rest are considerably increased by the 

higher performance of the machine; it is question of direct 

damages, as regards the non-exploitation of the machine and 

of indirect damages,as regards the effects on the whole produ- 

ction, obviously related to the machine.  Therefore the relia- 

bility requirements are getting stronger and stronger.  Thii 

reliability is evaluated in terms of "efficiency '.  assured in 

percentage of actual working hours during a certain period, 

with suitable warranties in force when the efficiency is no 

longer correspondent to the agreed percentage. 

4. S.Technical elements 

As we have already mentioned at point 1, as regards the 

purchase of a machinery, ve may toce me possibility of 

choosing among different machines, designed for (he saiM 

aim, but built in different way«; it is possible to he oblige* 
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to purchase specific   working  mai hin«*» und therefore *p< < lai 

machinen with or without competitor«, »r it IH po*»it>le a] KO 

to purchaae machin*» with » fien hi e application un**. 

From the subjects previously <ti«> usm-d r IH poHKible to deduce 

the element* for an evaluation of »hi» problen,, bu'  ! preferred 

to recapitulate m the enclosure N. 25 «urne a*pei u,   which may 

help an analysts «f the machinery i<> he pur< ha Med 

5. TEWOTECHNCJt.OUV 

In esa mining the prog ram coti tent» of terotechnolt»gy .  the la- 

test among th* technique« ruling the firm management, we deem 

to be in a position to catalyse and to integrate in it all con« ept« 

previously mentioned about the introduction of the machinery 

in a firm and we judge it aa an estreemely .mpurtant landmark 

for the subject of this report. 

Firstly in Great Britain, where it appeared in 1170.   then at 

'    E. F. N. M. S.   (European Federation National Maintenance So- 

cieties)   terotechnoiogy haa been defined as follows 

'Terotechnology is a multidisciplinar technology dealing with 

all technical-economical procedures and technical production 

system activities, covering their «hols life, from the begin- 

ning of economical and project studies, to the detailed plan- 

siag . coaetruction, installation, starting, ma late nance and 

ma—gsiaesjt «atti the dlsmasttltag , in order to minimise MM 

ce* of the wtftrt sywtam, dssrtag It« lif». 
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Terotechnolocy.   ami therefore the firm field,   dealt* with the 

following probi« mi* 

•A)     Study <>i plants,  ni,»« hin»*,  equipment!,  buildups,   mfra- 

>i|-m iure* and generally ol ih.  entire produ« timi «i»tati . 

!>'•     I t.Mit  examination of inveHtmentts m relation of future 

n.aintenance i ulti (reliability and **«**>• maintenant e level). 

I luTt'iore the l'huu e of mai funes and plant« IK in a« t or- 

lan. »• with  -heir »«('iHnimic.il and ti'» hnologi« al ( liara« ten- 

sili *. 

v i     lnsMÜ.i'ioii and preproiiu'non 

ii>     Ma iir »Mian« *• 

••)     1 . onomual evalua'iun and quantifying of the machinery 

and equipment life i yi le planning .   mutai la t ion, starting, 

tunning replu« einen'. 

Iheretore ,  the main purpoie of 'erote« -hnology IH the on« to 

improve r limonai ally at 'he most the Ufe cycle of patrimo- 

nial eatate, taking mio c onnideration all  involved ou.;ts   for 

investment, management and mined production. 

Therefore, it ia emential the atnct relation,  which this new 

firm body ahall keep with other firm field» in order to gua- 

rantee a cimatant «lamination of paramaren contributing to 

determine the above mentioned coati. 

The importance acquired by tarotachnoaegy ta «hie to large 

production loaaaa and thartfor« to miaawd prof iti, cauaad 

by the inaffician* y of machinai and aqtiipntanta. 

W* have already itreaaad th« fact that,  when a val a» ting a 
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machine,   it i« necessary to examine not only the productivity 

and purchase cost,   but also other fat-torn,   as the  reliability 

and    the easy maintenant e,   whieh in the past had not the pre- 

sent    well-deserved importanti 

A« regards the reliability,   the manufacturer has never given 

sufficient warranties.   On the con'rary the easy maintenance 

depend« on machine t harai 'i-nMus and also on 'he  maintenan- 

ce servite organization of 'he firm.   As we have not  'he possi- 

bility to examine carefully    the organisation of 'his  service, 

which existence and efficient y are essential,   we should like  - 

at least - to hint at some aims in order to make it timely,   ef- 

ficient and effective. 

a) the maintenante department must he plated in a baryt en- 

trai   area in relation to intervention centres,  if the firm 

is very large,   it may have detached units in the centres 

of more frequent intervention. 

b) It   must be complete with men,   machine tools ,  equipm- 

ents and structure« suitably proportionated to the sizes 

of pieces to attend to.   It is useful to remind the rapid 

development of the technology,  which ,   by the introduc- 

tions of more and more complicated machines and plant«, 

requires more and more numerous and specialized per- 

sonnel. 

c) It muet have a card-index (or • file in the C. E. D. ) with 

•very Informa ti«* useful to the technical-operative-eco- 

nomics! msnsfsmmt of the machinery (sec mschine csrdi 
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enclosures 18,19 and 20). 

d) It must be in a position to manage a valid programmed 

maintenance by graphs ((¡andtt, pert etc. ) with the CKD 

backing up,   if necessary. 

e) It must have a suitably supplied and managed 'spare parts' 

stock 

f) It must take care of the accident prevention,  of the health 

of the staff,   of ecological problems and of safety 

g) As well as in all other firm departments,  it must be wor- 

ried  about the constant technical up-to-dating by forma- 

tive course«.  maga«ines, publications, visits to exhibi- 

tions etc. 

«. tm pnocESs or PURCHASE 
As we have already said, the determination of the purchase of 

a machinery, may have several motivations, but which is the 

most qualified firm body enable to start the action? 

The organisation chart of the enclosure 21 and the table of 

the enclosure 22 «how •ehematically the evaluation routine 

generally used and the judgements at different functional and 

official levels. 

This routine may be backed up by a specific form system, but 

in any case muet be   completed with sufficient and probatory 

information allowing the analysis. 

If the firm has problem« of reorganisation, which , owing to 



different reasons,   imi.ii  lw *ti*vs<l*-<i during >•   imf period, it is 

UHeful to create H  small  < ard-md» x,   u.di(.r-h¿  ' prefi-r.-ib.) l>y 

a  vonveru tional codei th«- priority seal»-  ••'  mv«•.-TM r.'s,   we 

would ilk«'  to effe« t in cirtl»T »>   «t'ait; the a'.n  «dy  menti  .ned 

advantages. 

Before purchasing,  it is necessary to well-«valúate whether 

it is less risky and or more profitable to   increase temporal- 

ly working turns or whether it would be better to entrust with 

the work external supplier»   this owing to possible strict de- 

livery terms of the new production, as well as to doubts about 

the continuity of sales and in order to acquire during the pre- 

production period the necessary know-how from specialized 

firms. 

The purchace must he always preceded by enquiries,  eirree- 

mely clear and detailed in all aspects we in'end to compare, 

in order to permit, already 'at initio '.   a comparison between 

terms,  as much homogeneous as possible. 

The purchace is the result of all these technical-productive- 

economical evaluation«,  determining the choice of that partic- 

ular machinery,   but it is necessary to follow carefully and 

vitti competence the purchase,   in order not to cancel part of 

the economical advantages, when cone uding the transaction. 

In the enclosures 23,  24 is shown an example of "Cenerai 

Conditions of Sale" , which may undergo some alteration* 

according to the custom« of interested countries and to the 

producta disctieeed. 
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It is useful io remind the possibility of a payment,  with a 

"leasing" formula,  which sets a major cost against lume 

advantages.  Also the convenience of dealing with a blocked 

or subject to escalation price must be taken into considera- 

tion; in this case the parameter parcentages must be well- 

defined,  as well as reference terms,   shifting the dates ac- 

cording to the possible way of distribution of the manufactu- 

rer's burden,   in order to allow the purchase of material and 

the right employment of labor. 

Besides,  it is necessary a suitable choice in order to deduct 

from tables the reference statistical indexes. 

The purchase of complex and expensive installations, as full 

production lines ,  number controlled machines,  machining 

centres etc.  requires a careful transaction as regars what 

follows: - the efficiency (as above mentioned ,  it enables the 

Supplier to keep his engagements) - the service   , carried 

out by the manufacturer as regards the installation, the 

starting and the testing; - the operative technical training of 

the staff attached to the equipment ; the technical literature 

both for the machine and for the equipments (as c/n), this 

literature should include: 

operating instructions 

electrical achemea 

installation achemea 

programming instructiva 

maintenance 

-     list of spare parta (illustrated) 
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The Contract of I-uri:haHt> has different aspee is,   th<   analysis 

of which is carried out by the firn, management dcp.ir'in« t.' 

the purchasing body must be informed about 'hese aspci >s in 

order to globally comparatively emphasize this operati"!,. 

CONCLUSION 

After   what we have previously said,   it seems clear that 'he 

Purchase is the conclusion of a long collection and analysis 

of the data; this sets in motion the counter-reaction of thr 

"introduction of the machine",  that is,   it gives a hint of the 

problems we have tried to qualify,   we hope in a satisfactory 

way. 

We would like to better quantify and explain,  deepen and deve- 

lop but,  unfortunately,  the limits of time necessarily given to 

this subject prevent us from doing it. 

If, at least,  some ideas,  some hints have come out for an im- 

provement in the firm economy,  that is of your interest, we 

hope, in such a way , to have fulfilled the purpose that the or- 

ganizers (ONUDI) planned with this meeting. 
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CONTENTS OF ENCLOSURES 

1. Rational introduction of the machinery in a firm contents 
of this subject 

2. Scheme of a Sirm System 

3. Replacement of an obsolete machine (deterioration- 
osolescence chart) 

4. Replacement of an obsolete machine (minimum anti- 
thesis chart) 

5. Analysis and comparison for equipment modernization 
(Table) 

6. Mapi nomogram 

7. E «ample of extended representation of the product 

8. Convient system curve 

9. Balancing point chart 

10. Production Factors    (Financial) 

11. Production Factors    (Microenvironment) 

12. Production Factors    (Macroenvironment) 

13. Added Value Scheme   (Firm) 

14. Added Value Scheme   (Machine) 

15. Added Value Scheme   (mass-produced machines) 

16;   Added Value Scheme   (Transfert Machines) 

17. Saved energies scheme for transfert (Final or commer- 
cial Value) 

18. Anagraphic Card of machine 

19. (a-b) Parameter card for boring and milling machines 

20. (a-b) Maintenance card 

21. Organization chart showing the routing for supply 

22. Scheme table of the purchasing process 

23. UCIMU General sales conditions 

24. UCIMU Price revision clause 

25. Check list for a technical - economical evaluation of the 
machine introduction in a firm. 

* 
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(Enclosure 1. ) 

RATIONAL INTRODUCTION OF THE MACHINERY IN A FIRM 

INTRODUCTION 

1) REASONS DETERMINING A PURCHASE 

1. 1      Raplacement of a physically deteriorated machine 

1. 2      Raplacement of an absolete machine 

1. 3     Additional machine for the production increase 

1.4     Machines for the firm reorganization and for the improvement 

of working methods 

1. 5     Machinery stock for a new industrial initiative execution. 

2) FIRM AIMS AFFECTING THE CHOICE 

2. 1      What we want to produce 

2.2 At which price we want to sell 

2.3 At which level we want to produce 

3) PRODUCTION FACTORS 

3. 1      Financial factor 

3. 2     Firm factors 

3. 3     Environment factora 

4) STANDARDS OF JUDGMENT OF A MACHINERY 

4.1 Added value 

4.2 Productivity conception 

4. 3 Ergonomy. New productive systems 

4. 4 Collision with lay-out 

4.5     Reliability 

4. 6     Technical elements 

5) TEROTECHNOLOGY 

6) THE PROCESS OF PURCHASE 

CONCLUSION 
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product 

quality 

Sfili- 'Ml <)h  A F IHM SV S 11 : M 

management 

of the firm 

marketing 

output 

punctuality 

technulonv 

price 

Firm Size 

Financial 

Investment capitals 
Management capitals 
Losses for- preproduc 
ion 
Raw material s 
Taxes 
etc. 

M le roe nv i ron me m 

Si rue ture for managem- 
ent and control 
Human relations 
Krçonomy 
Í..V -   JUt 

Machines 
Installations 
Mandi ing 
Stocks 
etc. 

I    Information system 

Mat loenvironment 

Kcolo^y 

l'iinia'e 
Inírastructuí 'es 
Human envii oilmen' 
Social envii < )iì nient 
Cîovernment environm- 

ent 
Civil installations 
Industrial installation- 
Water 
Energy 
Haw materials 
Markets 
etc. 

Aims 

Profit 
Innovation and 
development 

Social progress 
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«e 
3 

3 
o u 
0. 

1.25 

1.00 

0.75 

0.50 

0.25 

1948 

Replacement uf an obsolete    machine 

Détérioration 

\ 

1958 1968 years 

Two sources of productivity increase by modernization are the following 
ones: 

1. Project perfectioning let the new machine be better than the previous 
one, when it itself was new. 

2. Old machine productivity decreases because of its physic deterioration 

Obsolescence and deterioration as a whole form the working inferiority of 
the old machine in comparison with the new one. 
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Replacement of an obsolete machine 

Obsolescence evaluation: the sum between 
working inferiority and capital cost gives a 
minimum. 

Capital coat 
Working inferiority 

Age 

Minimum antithesis 
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*iIÌJ.'.£L^-i"KÌ ( ""»paris.>r. for equipment  moderni/a 11 on 

I.      Subject of ,inal ysi.s  

A 

Present equipment - Hoi<u• r 

i '»'scrip turn  
Machine  \. . ,      A(¡K 
[listaiU'd machín«' < osi I 
Heciivci'v value In    . . . . 

Proposed equipment   -_ Challenge t 

< »ri primary duty   -  R« < ovi-r. value    ! 
' 'osi   I ..    In.-1 l||      | | ,,._    i   ,, 

!•; st i it ,t t*d ' if.- ».fifi v.i; uc l.i'.. 

Operating advantei>es !or next 
year 

HOI   [>KH 

<><al advanta¿« 
T 

I I. 
12. 

13. 

14 

1 •">. 

If). 
17. 

18. 

1». 
20. 
21. 
22 
23. 

Product superiority 
Increased production 
Advantages over operating <us! 
Direct labor (included extra-work 
and rewards) 
Machine seeing time 
Maintenance 
Hepairs 
1 ool cost 
Indirect materials 
Meprocessing of defective material; 
Defective processing (discards) 
!>ow times-Work suspension 
Knergy consumption 
Dimengions in plan (if usable) 
laxes and insurance 
Miscellaneous 
Totals 

Ut Ut 

I'. 
CHALI. IV, KU 

_L¿liL .mivaiiou',1- 

lit U! 

24. WOWKINGINffimmiTVOK WH^Hll/r.   2.1A    -TOT    •>* n 

25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 

Minimum antithesis - holder 
Working inferiority (24) L. 
Loss on recovery value (5A)  !.. 
Interest of . . % (5A) 
Additional expenses tot. 
Next year instalment 
Interest of.. . % (28A) 
Total (excluded N. 29) 

1 

33.   Minimum Antithesis 

L. 
L. 
L. 
L. 
L. 

L. 

R 
Minimum antithesis - Challenge! 
Installed machine cost (tot. 4Ii) 
Life on primary duty (3H) 
Final recovery value (5R) 
Cost recovery in % (2f»H) 
Nomogr. . % int. . . Total Lit 
Total % for cost (30Hx26H) 
Annual average of periodical 
additional expenses 
Minimum Antithesis(31B+32B) 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

L. 
L. 

34.   Earnings of next year owing to the replacement (33A-33B) 
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Kxample   ut   extended   representation   <>)    thf   prodm ' CI alili- 

Klementary piece H I liant lied pt .»ha i 

1er rule 

Screw 

I. e* 

Insert 

\      Compi et< 

/ \ ppcr 
/ plane with 

K1 aU's 1 or 
il l'a wer 

l'.ii'kiii^ 

O 

I AHI i: 
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( i«iivini> nt ayM» m l'uni   i»*rKl, H) 

\ 
\ 

Maml production 

.semiautomatic uro 
aucti- on 

AltttflHitu production 
Number of pit»cv« 

Hnlaacinj point chert (enei.9) 

Kerning« area 

Curve of yields 

Curve of total coat 

Costa affected by 
the number of 
produced pieces 

loases amrniajfa 

Fiase coats with 
Hie Minibar of 
prede» ad alec es 

Nnmber of placea or 
turnover 
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•ftivir >nn>«ii» 

• •in II 

produci ion   fai tors 

f inani ml 

uwii and or 
borrowed 
capital 

II11 ( l'H'l ,\ li"'.SI!:  i   • 

l S*/t' «Tu 1.       I! 

fixed and operating 

capital 

preproduction 
losses 
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MICHOENVIRONMENT 

(Enclosure 11) 

MACHINERY 
EQUIPMENT 

AND   KOHNITURE 

human 
potentials 

commerci Ì 
  

-   »ei •hnw.il     I 

.   prodiu ! iv»' 

managing 

('. F.. P. 

^   service 

human H» 

premmeü 

offices 

Merketing 
I echnn al 
Managing 

Prodi!, ' H >n 

I H-p 

V are houses 
n Iain en; in; e 

P rod A 
Ì rod l! 

e '<•. 

materials 

primary 

I miner 
i'lywood 
Machined 
i'anels 
;tc. 

So, i.ii 
Services 

1 .ockerroonf 
Mess-room 
Meeting-plat* 
Infirma ry 
Factory oamrtA'è 
Social Assis 
EMc. 

I'omplemen 
tary 

j 1 ue s 
Varnishes 
\dhesives 
;tt. 

accessories 

screws 
r'astners 
rlardware 
tc 

Power 
equipments 

leatin gener. 
supply-stata 
l'neumatic 
lower plant 
ìtc. 

Wearable 
materials 

jtationery 
Dffices 
Krokahop 
!tC. 

processinfj 
potentials 

electrical 

Driving pnma 
I lghtmg 

ther 

Technology 
cal 
Heating 

Water 

Technolog! 
cal 
Sanitary l^f¿ 
AntifirejPne 

pneumatic 

technologi- 
fcal 

•   handling 

pro» easing 
Hervues 

Dollies 
Halts 
Monorails 
Transeleva 
tors 
etc. 

Warehouse 

Automati» 
shelving 
Pallett 

H8Rtaier\rB 
etc, 

Glues 
Varnishes 
Hulk mate- 
rials 

maintenance 

Building 
Machines 
Installations 
etc. 

Inner 
communica- 
tions 
Telephones 
Interphones 
Walky-taOdM 
Pneumatic 
mail 
Terminals 
for CED 

ecology 
and safety 

smokes 

Combustion 
Varnishing 
Glueing 
Chemical 
treating 
etc 

Drainage 
Waters 

lUological 
Varnishes 
(¡lues 
Préservât»! 
etc. 

Npise 

Machine 
Environment 

Vibrations 

Machin" 
Environmrt 

Safety 

Specific 
General 

Antifire 

Automatic 
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INPUT 

F IH M 

o 

OUTPUT 

(a) 

INPUT 

E 

O 

1 

VA|      Added 
value («AV) 

OUTPUT 

(b) 
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INPUT 

materials 

capitals 
human 
potentials 

processing i 

equipment 
potentials 

i 

procassilli! 
services 

bui lding 

machines 

pollution 
waste 

materials 
+ AV 

OUTPUT 
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input 

/" 

M  1 

VA 1 

X 

VA tot x VA 2 - V 

(enei. 15) 

VA 1+T 

M 2 

V 
VA 2 

output 

input 

V 

(enei. 16) 

VA tot y   - VF > VA 2 - V J 
X Y 

(enei. 17) VA totX=VA2-V >VA tot Y=VF 
FV 

Illudine 

I>ind 

Capitals 

Human potentials 

Processing potentials 

Processing services 

Pollution 
-I 

Waste 

FV- Final value or Aciu; 
(Commercial) value 

Less potentials 
employed for 

transfer machi ne 

(case Y) 
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ANACHAI'HIC CAHI) 

Inventory V denominai ion 

code number 

wie 'ury 

(Knr losure 

Manufacturer 

Agent 

Hate   < >rder 

r 
Card lis». r»'!ereii( e 

Parameter > vele card 

Parameter ma interlace cani 

Cos! control ili'pt, card 

Lubricant card 

l'epartment 

l'os! control dept. 

Installed machine cost 

Card filled out on the. 

Signature 

Photograph of the machine 

Drawings   N. 
Ope rating instruction 
Kooklets N. 

Machine importance in the 
production cycle 

Operative reliability Normally    achieved 
tolerance degree 

1. Key 1 excellent 5 IT 5 

2. Important 2 good (i IT 6 

3. Everyday use 3 fair ? IT 7 

4. 

5. 

As a lung 4 sufficient 8 IT 8 

As an aid 5 insufficient 9 IT 9 
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I'arannMer card for tioring ¡nut nulling machines C'xii-   N. 

Inventory N. 1 '••nomina' ion Kefcr«Tu ••  \. 

— 

Il.m losur«-   i ') - ij 

i ifi>rt,«-'r K .i i liaracterist H H 

Max parallelepiped descnU-d by the smndie axis 
'A 'irking 
' apacity 

surface   rnmxmm 
r 
max ullünüLdt' *tíüiht max revolving \*u dirti.. 

ta Lie 

type pit« ti                                                 length 
'"ipl Ule S 

i                                

M'INDI.IS 
hpihdle 1 2 , 4 

11 ype <>f ( (irini'i tion 

|spni(ll.- 0                                       mm 

N"--!        fl                                   mm 

¡'.'i st dimensions                  mm 

¡Max. spindles stroke          mm 

¡Max. shell stroke                 mm 

¡Max. revolving       i!   j 
-! 

{Mix.  illowal.le 0 of cutter mm _..   . .             ,   .  ,. 
i isi o) equipment on issue 

ynannca; cha ractensMcg-Working nit-.ioim 

ri.il « Spillili«' r»'volut ions torques powers advani emen- s 



FEEDING MOTIONS 
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i         max stroke mm 
Advancements                                                ! 

Motion specificano normal 
lonjf. 

normal' 
trans. 

norma 
vert 

rapid 
long trar 

rapid    »o« roía * 
vert,     tion  360° ' 

1 

,              . — •               •        —  

; 

______ i                 - 

4 

Automatic warehouse of   tools 

type of warehouse 

tools replacement  time 

Max.  number of tools 

'ool max allowable   0 

HEMAHKS 
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MAINTENANCE (ARU 

Inventory N. :       Denomination 

      ...1 ......... 

rcde n. 

h eferene e N 

( Knc losurc 20) 

» LL(  I KU'AI   r KI.DIM; 

i    Total power 
I" 

I entnon 

I'vpi of stabilizer 

»  urrent 

t requem y 

KW 

A 

11/. 

•M EC HAM C A L F P. K DI N fi 

Drawings N. | Operating nistru«. 
j yio.ns booklet N . 

spare parts list 

INSTALI.»  I> »'OWEKS I 

Ladine '1                        -' 
i 

Í                    4 
,       ,                    j 

y. 
*i 

^ 

t 
Manilla* tarer .       .   + J 

1 

•  

¡ 

A «em 
I"   "" ; 

Type (if engine i 
Power                 KV\ 

Tension             V 

L_. 

l 

r1           .   i   . 

  
! 

Type ot connection 
I 

Frequency           11/ j 
Part number 

i 

j 

'LH   IHK A I. EQUIPMENT SPART. PARTS LIS T 

Of control < )f power      i 

Tension 

1 ype of stabilizer 

>-  —  
Drawing N . 

Operating instru- 
ct ions b   >»clet N . 

ELE( TRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Agent 

Manufacturer 

Type 

Tension 

Drawing N, 

Operating instructions booklet N. 

SPARE PARTS UST 

(V) 
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Pump 
f  - t- 

M,u,a:.icturi i' 

Vnit 

• !" 

".    of   ft  Vuiütloíl ', f    Ti 

l'inali < li^l .Ht   N . 

M t\ ..|i> rating 
;i ['• »Mil'«    .ttm 

:   • i  <•. 'u-   '..UIK 
i_ ,.JM' .t'y tJL_>  

! > li   < »t    ¡.gilFMlAI 

•   • :v:¡.i!!il'.      ^tlit'l'li'   \ 

SI'AIU    l'AK IS  Í IS î 

ITU    -   SI ht'Pli'   \ 

, . iti m ii       schfin« 

H  A l'UiN 

h; n riiioii Sch' m*- \ 

>: pnini to he liibriciU" 

.int tüble 

• NA.NCí: Ai'i'iun 

itivo scherm   N . 

.• .   vi     operative seht me  ,\ 

»ffort ve - operativ«- scheme N 

h i   vi \KKS 
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Scheme of purtjja_gjnfl_£rni ft»* of machinery 

nit; l'od> 

Ne*   pri >dUi ' 

v,u., ¡na' ¡' >'i 

\,IIM mat ion 

F .<:-,,' • .,<', i'V.i'i inai ion 

:-(-•     i|)[jf')\ai 

Ma rltetim? 
IMannmt 

Ciudi» ' ¡or. 
1 t <hnn••»' 

'. echimi o¿ i< •!- 
I »epar'men! 

Administ r;*ve 
! Vpartnien' 

» lanera!  Mí*na 
¿erne ir 
I »epal'tnien' 

Purchasing 
dept 

\«>*   technology 

l'rodu* »ion 
technu ni 
body 

l'rodui 'ioti 
i «'«him al 
Hody 

l echnologu a1. 
1 'epartinent 

Administrative 

Department 

* ¡flit r«J M;niai¡i'- 
riit-nt 
Department 

l'un.-hasing dept 

Machinery 
Heneval 

Production 
technical body or 
manufacturing dipt 

Produci ion 
1 «•(-linn a! 
I'.ody 

1 erhnological 
I »epartment 

Administrative 
Department 

(.¡»•nera!   Manage- 
ment 
Department 

Purchasing dept 
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(Enclosure 23) 

C. CI. M. I . 

The General Conditions of sale ol Machine Tools   adopted 

by l.C. I. M. I',   shall   apply to this Contract unless other- 

wise agreed between the two fatti« s . 

The Buyer declare« to have duly rioted the content of these 

(lauses and to approve particularly the articles 1,   4,  .'>,   9, 

1 1  and 12. 

GENEHA1. CONDITIONS OF SALE OF MACHINE TOPICS 

(in force since October 1964, replacing the previous ones) 

Article 1   - THE CONTRACT 

An order of the Buyer is considered as accepted only after 

the Supplier's written acknowledgement. 

Any alteration, afterwards required by the Buyer,   shall not 

be valid unless it is accepted in writing by the Supplier,    sta- 

ting the new possible delivery time. 

The Supplier has the right to acknowledge an order within 

20 days from the receipt of the same; during this period it is 

not possible to cancel the order.   The contract cannot be 

transferred by one Party without the other Party's agree- 

ment. 

Artici« » - PROJECTS AND DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

Sises, illustrations, drawings, prices, payment conditions 

and any other information quoted in catalogues, leaflets, 

circular letters, advertisements and price lists are not bin- 

ding. These data or information are binding only if expressly 
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quoted iti the Contract.  However,   as regards weights of 

purchased goods,   is allowed a maximum tolerance of 

t  10%. 

Any project or technical sheet used for the construction 

and  for the assembly of the whole machine, or parts of the 

same,  supplied to the Buyer hefore or after the stipulation 

of the Contract are property of the Supplier and cannot he 

used,  copied,  reproduced,   transmitted or communicated to 

a third Party without the prior written consent of the Sup- 

plier.  As regards the electrical equipment, are it. force 

the  supply conditions foreseen by electromechanical indu- 

stries. 

The Supplier is not hable for possible delays in delivery 

or for the quality of material (not for possible project defi- 

ciencies) if the Supplier of the electrical equipment has 

been imposed by tne Fuyer. 

Article 3 - PRICES AND PAYMENT CONDITIONS 

All prices are understood ex-works, packing excluded, 

which will be charged separately from the cost. All pay- 

ments are understood net cash at the Supplier's domicile, 

and will be carried out according to the conditions settled 

in the Contract; usually the payment conditions involve the 

remittance of an advance payment. 

The lack of devices or accessories, when it will not exclude 

or prevent the normal use of the machine, does not allow 
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the Huspension , even if partial, of payment.   In ( ast the 

delivery 18 delayed,   upon the Buyer's request or hecause 

of the Buyer's default,  the sume will be charged with all 

relevant expenses. 

In this case,   indipendenti y from the conditions quoted in 

the Contract,   the  10th day from the availability notice *ill 

be considered as the beginning of payment.    1 he non-iul- 

filment of the payment conditions exempts the Supplier from 

any delivery duty and it is at his option to ret over its cre- 

dit,   which in such an eventuality is deemed as wholly matu- 

red,  or to cancel the Contract, confiscating as a penalty 

all sums remitted until then by the Buyer.   Anyhow, the Sup- 

plier has the right to require the compensation for dama- 

ges.   In case of payment delays compared  with the settled 

dates, interest at the official rate,  increased by 2%, will 

be charged. 

Price revision is regulated by suitable rules quoted in the 

enclosed clause of price revision, which is integral part 

of the Contract. 

Article 4 - PROPERTY 

Machines are considered sold, with the reserve property 

clause until the payment in full of the sames (art. 1523 cc 

and following ones) ( see appendix N. 1). 

The Buyer has not the right to resell, to transfer, or to 

give as a warranty the purchased machine without having 
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wholly paid its price to the Supplier,  to whon must be 

notified immediately by registered letter, all executive 

procedures which, at the instance of a third party, could 

affect these machines. 

The transgression of duties settled herein involves the 

right of cancellation of the Contract.   In this case the Sup- 

plier will inform the Buyer about his intention to avail 

himself of the cancellation clause.  Besides it is foreseen 

the application of a penalty as a damage recompensation 

equal to the remaining amount due to the Supplier. Anyhow, 

the Supplier keeps his right to require the recompensa- 

tion of further damages.   Upon delivery all risks are at the 

Buyer's responsability.   It is expressly understood and 

agreed that bills of exchange, accepted drafts and the pos- 

sible renewed ones, if are not paid when matured, do not 

contravene the principle stated in the last paragraph of 

the article 1498 cc (see appendix N. 3) about the place of 

payment which must be carried out at the Supplier's do- 

micile. 

Article 5 - DELIVERY 

The goods are delivered ex-works. 

The delivery term is reckoned from the date of the advan- 

ce payment and the date of goods availability for shipment, 

notified by the Supplier to the Buyer.  The Buyer under- 

takes to withdraw the machine within 20 days from the re- 

ceipt of the availability notice.  The delivery term will 
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be adeguately extended according to causes beyond the 

Supplier's and the Buyer's liabilities,  as strikes,   of what- 

soever nature,   fire,   flood,  power failure or other causes 

of force majeure.   It will be extended also in case of delays 

in obtaining the necessary authorizations from the relevant 

Authorities,  of lack of documents or information necessa- 

ry for the supply performance or further to alterations re- 

quired afterwards by the Buyer.   Part supplies are always 

allowed.  The   delayed delivery of devices or accessories, 

not excluding or preventing the normal exploitation of the 

machine,  is not considered as a cause of delay. 

The Supplier has the right to cancel the Contract if the a- 

bove mentioned causes of force majeure prevent or delay 

excessively the performance of the Contract,   in this case 

the Buyer has not the right of requiring a compensation or- 

an indemnity of whatsoever nature.  In case of a delay in 

delivery caused by the Supplier's fault,  the Buyer (after 

the demonstration of having suffered damages because of 

this) may require a compensation or a paying off of any 

other right or claim, an indemnity at a maximum level 

of 0. 5% of the value of delayed supply part for each week 

of delay; this indemnity may not exceed 5% of this value, 

however. The Buyer has the right to cancel the Contract 

if the above mentioned causes of force majeure prevent 

or delay excessively the performance of the Contract,  in 

this case the Supplier has not the right to require a com- 

pensation or an indemnity of whatsoever nature. 
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Article 6 - PACKING 

The testing of the machine to be delivered will be carried 

out at the Supplier's factory before the delivery of the sa- 

me. The testing will be performed according to techniques 

normally used by the Supplier or according to the techni- 

ques which will be agreed in writing every time between 

the Parties. 

If the Buyer intends to be present at the testing, he must 

Return packing is not accepted.   Failing exact instructions 

by the Buyer,  the Supplier will arrange in his judgement 

the packing,  which will be considered as perfectly carried 

out when accepted without reserve by the carrier. 

Article 7 - THANSPOHT 

Goods always travel for the Buyer's account and risk, un- 

less free domicile delivery has been agreed.   The Buyer 

has the right to check the goods before the withdrawal, 

pointing out his reserves.   If the shipment of a supply is 

delayed - partially or in full - by the Buyer's fault , any 

risk and/or liability for the machine care will be with 

the Buyer starting from the day of the availability notice, 

independently from the fact that the Supplier has still his 

property right.  In this case the Supplier may require the 

payment of storage expenses. 

Article 8 - TESTING 
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require to be informed on this purpose in advance.   I'pon 

request of the customer an operating test may In- perlor- 

mt'd t>y the Supplier's special i/ed technicians.   In this case 

all  test expen.ses will be born by the Buyer and will be 

recknoned according to the conditions for technical servi- 

ces  issued by l.'( 'IMI'. 

Article 9 - WAHHAMY 

According to the bounds herein the Supplier undertakes to 

repair all possible construction detects,   at knowledged 

during the warranty period of six months from the star- 

ting of the machine; in no (ase this period will exceed If) 

months from the shipment preparation date. 

A warranty period different from the above mentioned one 

may be settled for specific pieces quoted in the Contract. 

In case of machines shipped unassemblied by the Supplier, 

the warranty herein is no more valid, if the assembly, at 

the Buyer's workshop,  is not performed directly by or at 

least under the supervision of the Supplier's specialized 

technicians, according to conditions to be agreed every 

time. 

Machine working time exceeding 48 hours by week will 

proportionally reduce the warranty period. 

A further warranty, equal to the above mentioned one, 

will be applied to the pieces replaced according to the con- 

ditions herein . The new warranty will not be applied to 
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other machine parts for which the warranty  will be exten- 

ded only for the period during which the machine has not 

worked because of delects noticed according  to the present 

article.   Besides the warranty does not cover deficiencies 

and defects due to the normal wear of those pieces,   which 

for their nature subject to a rapid and continuous wear,  as 

for instance gaskets,  belts, brushes and similar. 

In order to enjoy the warranty herein,  the Buyer shall 

notify the Supplier,  with no delay, the noticed defects and 

shall unable the same to carry out the necessary surveys 

and repairs.  The supplier shall   carry out all repairs 

within a reasonable period. The Buyer shall  ship to the 

Supplier the defective piece,  covered by the  warranty,   in 

order to repair or replace it.   The delivery to the Buyer 

of this piece,   suitably repaired or replaced  ,  will be con- 

sidered as a whole fulfilment of warranty duties concer- 

ning defective pieces foreseen herein. 

Unless otherwise settled, the cost and the risk of tran- 

sport of the defective part and of the repaired or replaced 

one will be at the Buyer's charge. 

If repairs or replacements must be carried out where the 

machine is installed, travel and accomodation expenses of 

the Supplier's employees and technicians will be invoiced 

to the Buyer according to the tariffs issued on this purpose 

by UCIMU. 

If,   after the relevant request,   the Supplier rejects the 

fulfilment of his duties herein or does not act with the 
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necessary cart»,  the Huyer may carry out all ncci'hsary 

repairs and replacemetits at the Supplier'« risk and t xpen- 

Ses. 

1 he Supplier will  not be liable for defects rising from ma- 

terials or projects  supplied by the buyer.    The Supplier 

will be  responsible  only for defec ! s rom emiri ' 'he opera- 

ting conditions foreseen in the Contrait,   if the machine has 

been c orrei tly exploited and not for defects due •<) i auses 

rising after the delivery.  1 he Supplier will not be liable 

particularly for defects rising from a wrong exploitation 

of the machine by the Buyer or from alterations performed 

on the same without  the Supplier's written consent or ¡'rom 

repairs incorrectly  executed by the Huyer,  as well as m 

case of normal deterioration. 

After the delivery,   except for what herein stated,   ine 

Supplier will he free from any liability, also as regards 

defects due to causes existing before the delivery.   It us 

expressly agreed that the Huyer will not make any  claim 

concerning neither accidents occured to people,   nor da- 

mages occured after the delivery to parts different from 

the subject of the Contract,  nor missed profit,  unless it 

turn« out that the Supplier has incurred a "serious fault". 

"Serious fault" does not mean any lack of care or accura- 

cy ,  but it means an act or an omission made by the Sup- 

plier involving both the non-evaluation of the seriuous 

consequences, which a Supplier usually should foresee. 
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.nid the linn » arelessness of any consequence rising from 

•his .»ft or  • mission. 

As regard-  material no* manu!... Uitfl by »hi- Supplier,   'he 

Supplier grants to Míe Buyer tin- same warrants  received 

|)V tue prodili i'i's nf these materials. 

Article 10  - SFUVICL 

l pon expiar  request of Mie Buyer,   'he Supplier may ar- 

r:inn>' for Mie despa'<h o!  workmen,  assemblers,   demon- 

strators or t« « tunclans for explanation,   nisi ructions, tests, 

demon:;* rat ions of the machine under running conditions, as 

well as for prai'ica:  working 'rials and for repairs or re- 

pia«:en¡»-irs,   rio' 'or.'seen  in the contrait warranty.   'I hese 

performance,   un.e —   iMi-rwi.-e agreed,   will he in tuli at 

'!;•• Busvr's    !ui:j'-  .ad .M'.'.  (••• re. knoned accordim: 'o 

I'CIMl   rondriurs,   -on-seen as regards 'echnuai  service 

for metal work inn machine tools. 

Article 11   - CANCELLATION 

1 he Buyer may require the cancellation of the Contract 

in the following cases: 

a) If the Supplier has not eliminated or repaired,  in 

reasonable period, all defects covered by the warranty, 

b) If the Supplier refuses to carry out the above duty. 

c) If the repair or replacement of the defect is clearly 

impossible. 



If ,  after having accepted or acknowledged the order,  it 

is known thai the Huyer is in financial troubles,  '.he Sup- 

plier may ask for special warranties or cariceli the Con- 

tract deducting from the received amounts all expenses 

born,  as well as an amount equal to ... . ^ of the machine 

cost,   as a recompensation. 

Article 12 - UISrTTKS 

The contract domicile is always the Supplier's une. 

Any dispute concerning the performance and the interpre- 

tation of the Contract will be decided by three arbitrators, 

as friendly compositors,  named the first by the Supplier, 

the second by the Buyer and the third by the Chairman of 

the Chamber of Commerce of ... The arbitration will 

take place in .... 

All relevant expenses will be at the loser's charge. 

Article 13 - LEGAL CONSTRUCTION 

The order involves the acceptance of the general condi- 

tions of sale herein,  for which no derogation is admitted, 

unless expressly agreed in writing.  It is valid, even if 

some conditions could not be executed   These conditions 

of aale shall be governed by and interpreted in accordan- 

ce with Italian law. 
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APPENDIX 

1) Art. 1523 c. c.  In the sale at installments with reser- 

ved property, the Buyer purchases the property of 

the machine by the last installment payment, bui he 

undertakes all risks upon delivery. 

2) Art. 1526, lie. , c. c.  If it has been agreed that paid 

installments would be kept by the Supplier as an in- 

demnity,  the judge may reduce, according to the 

circumstances, the agreed indemnity. 

3) Art. 1498 c. c. The Buyer undertakes to pay the price 

within the term and in the place established in the 

contract.  Failing this agreement or different customs, 

the payment must be carried out upon delivery, at the 

delivery place. 

If the price must not be paid upon delivery,  the pay- 

ment is carried out at the Supplier's domicile. 
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( I.AISK Of   I'RK'i: KIA ISION 

For UHual s»* ie* of ma< lune tin.»IK ha\ iru> < "M> i••»• • I|»-M v. »•>•«. 

terms exceeding 2 month« tin definitive in\"i. *.-*! | » * J » I1' 

will be recknoned » onventionnall i as follows 

S' (.' \' 
P   0. 10  *  ().f)H          • (». 1 r>   —r      '  0.07      -— 

of which 

' P" i* the initial indicative price,   a« settled m the order 

acknowledgement 

(! i« the average price of engineering t'oun.1r\  < as-  iron of 

good quality,   known on the.        according *o It I \ll    s irvey 

CÌ' ii the average price of engineering foundry cant iron of 

good quality on expiry of 2   :i of the per uni starring from 

the date of the order placement and the date   >t availability 

notice. 

A is the base price of hot-rolled steel,   know on the   . .  acc- 

ording to the eteel mill price liata. 

A' ia the baae price of hot-rolled steel under the date of 

availability notice 

S ia the number indicating the relevant salaries and chargea 

in the Italian machine toola industrie»,   according to UCIMt' 

aurvey known on the. .. 

S' ia the average index value of the relevant salaries and 

chargea In the last third of the period intervening between 

tilt tete of the order placement and the date of availability 

notice. 
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'Hio price alteration recknoning will he made upon availability 

notice. 

The pi-in- 1" will   he ulteriorly  increased,   if in the contract 

period,   i hange« concerning fi«( al chai ge ,   transport coHts. 

exchanges» rates etc.  occur. 

The prue oí the electrical equipment could be optionally separated 

from the machine one; in this case it will follow its market 

swings. 

Tsually the application of this formula is not subject to any 

tolerance,   immunity or increase. 

The application of this formula involves the payment of 1   \ of 

the quoted price in occasion of the order placement,   and of the 

settlement    including the above recknoned increase,   before 

the shipment of the machine according to the TCTMl' General 

Conditions of Sale. 

As regards special machine tool«,  the Parties will agree partic- 

ular arrangements in accordance with the circumstances. 
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(Knclusure 25/1) 

Check list fora technical     economical evalutation of the 

machine introduction in a firm 

! . In relation to technological qualities 

1 .1 Operative cost (direct labor) 

1 .2 Cost incidence for the une of special tools 

1 . Í Flexibility of use: useful dimensional space (max.and 

mill.) for the piece to be processed 

1 .4 Characteristics of waste and losses for scraps 

1 . ri Perspectives oí incipient obsolescence 

2.        In relation to the productive use and the maintenance 

(management) 

2.1 Difficulty of use by a not particularly skilled operator 

2.2 Prevention against accidents 

2.3 Noise and vibrations 

2.4 Protection against dust, chips, dirt , moisture and 

their easy mechanical removal 

2.5 Wide use of sure device« for feeding, blocking, regulation, 

progress of pieces and tools , 

2.6 Feeding and discharge ease of piece under processing 

2.7 Eaay application of automatic feeders and dischargers 

in trasfer 



2.H     Visibility >^nd lighting   of working area and easy 

feasibility 

J.y     Coachwork studied in   such a manner to avoid ,  to 

attenuate and to reduce just,  sharp edges, and all 

other impact sources leading to unpleasant 

consequences. 

2.10 Physiological and functional chromatism as regards 

the colour of the whole machine and of different parts, 

permetting a better and more instinctive axecution of 

duties (controls, working areas,  electric, hydraulic 

equipment   ;c. ) 

2.11 Lubrication system 

2.12 Standardization of componenets and their easy 

availability 

2.13 Easy maintenance, as regards an easy approach to the 

parts and the possibility of handling tools in order to 

carry out it 

3.       In relation to mechanical characteristics 

3.1 Quality of used materials and their technological 

processing 

3.2 Sufficient scaling of the most stressed moving parts 

(shafts, bushes, bearings, gears, connecting rods etc.) 

and their accurate lubrication and cooling. 

3.3 Earth, contributing to a good stability and fatigue life 

3.4 Engine power, in relation to ma» foreseen loads and 
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their   intrinsic quality , also as far as tightness, 

cooling «-et ari' concerned 

3.">     Application of operativ«' units, permitting a mor« 

universal use 

3.6 Kasy performance and management of programs 

for digital cunt rolled machines 

3.7 Outfit of suitable instrumentation 

.'1.8       Problems of basement 

3.9     Dimensions in plan and in erection 

4.        In relation to the cost of purchase and installation 

4.1      Cost of machine i+transport, customs, insurance etc . ) 

4 . 2     Cost of C ' N units 

4.3 Optional equipment 

4.4 Cost of connection andyor setop of electric .hydraulic 

pneumatic etc. services (installations) 

4.5 Installation cost of possible foundations, handling and 

important assemblies 

4.6 Possible expenses for modifications and movements of 

other machines and installations 

4. 7     Costs of tests and preproduction 

4.8 Cost of staff education 

4.9 Coat of the engaged space 

4.10 Cost of further power and potentials to be employed 

4.11 Problems of dimenaiona and weight for the transport 
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